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Abstract Passive thermal probes were applied on two

different plasma spraying devices to gain a detailed

understanding of the energy flux towards the substrate

under atmospheric pressure. The challenge of very high

thermal load was solved by using an advanced time-re-

solved measuring and evaluation technique. The combi-

nation with a controlled movement of the jets allowed to

obtain insightful radial profiles. The energy flux to the

substrate changes linearly to the electrical input power.

When adding diatomic gases (H2/N2) to the gas mixture the

energy flux increases significantly, suggesting a more

efficient energy transport. For increasing the axial distance,

the energy flux shows a quadratic reduction. The obtained

radial profiles are exemplarily utilized to show the inho-

mogeneous effect of powder injection on the energy flux

distribution.

Keywords atmospheric plasma spray � calorimetric

diagnostics � energy balance � spray plume diagnostics �
thermal probes � thermal management

Abbreviations

AS Substrate area

Pin Incoming power

Jin Incoming power flux

TS Substrate temperature

CS Substrate heat capacity

Introduction

Plasma spraying is a well-established coating process for

various coating materials and substrates. The high depo-

sition rates and unique coating properties have led to a

broad use in science and industry (Ref 1, 2). The areas of

application range from thermal barrier coatings for energy-

efficient turbines to wear and corrosion-resistant coatings

as well as biocompatible layers in medicine (Ref 3-9).

Due to the strong dependence of coating properties on

process parameters several diagnostic tools have been

already used to study aspects of the plasma spray process in

the past. Thus, diagnostics play an important role of pro-

cess control and optimisation. The plasma itself or the

effluent, respectively, have been analysed mainly by opti-

cal methods, e.g., optical emission spectroscopy, Rayleigh

and Raman spectroscopy, schlieren imaging as well as

computer tomography (Ref 10-14). The very high densities

of an arc discharge and atmospheric pressure conditions

prevent the application of established probe-based diag-

nostics like Langmuir probes or retarding field analysers.

The only exception is enthalpy probes (Ref 15, 16) which

are remotely related to the passive thermal probes present

in this study. The usually injected powder particles have

been studied with regard to their temperature and velocity

distributions with high-speed cameras, pyrometers or

electrical low-pressure impactors (Ref 17-19).

Selvan et al. (Ref 20) used numerical modelling to

investigate the energy transfer to the substrate. Their results

on the spatial distribution of energy flux and influence of

gas flow and arc current are readily comparable to the
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results obtained in this work directly because the plasma

sources are very similar. The work of Hugot et al. (Ref 21)

should be mentioned as well, as they measured the radial

profile of energy flux as boundary conditions for their

model on thermomechanical behaviour.

However, to the authors knowledge, there are no diag-

nostics already available which are capable of describing

the interaction of the effluent and powder with the surface

of a substrate during deposition. That issue is motivation

for the application of passive thermal probes in this study.

Passive thermal probes (PTPs) provide insight into the

calorimetric interaction between the plasma and the parti-

cles and a surface (Ref 22, 23). The probe acts as a regular

substrate while depositing, hence the results are directly

useful for application-related uses. Via the change of

temperature during a deposition process the energy flux can

be deduced. This flux is composed of many contributions

which among others are related to gas temperature, plasma

properties as well as mass and temperature of the layer

material.

More recent studies showed the applicability of PTPs in

atmospheric pressure plasmas (Ref 24-28). This present

study focuses on the results obtained with PTPs at two

different atmospheric plasma spraying sources and on the

necessary requirements and development in data process-

ing. The results cover the variation of input power and the

addition of molecular gases. Furthermore, several spatial

measurements were performed and used for verification of

a new time-resolved evaluation procedure.

When a substrate is located next to a plasma environ-

ment its temperature usually rises due to the higher energy

density of a plasma compared to the surrounding. The

energy transfer is a sum of several contributions and sur-

face interactions. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a substrate

energy balance (Ref 22). The main contributions during

atmospheric plasma spraying are the following: (i) Fast

particles, i.e., electrons, ions or neutrals, which impact on

the substrate surface and deposit their kinetic energy Ppart.

(ii) Absorbed radiation Prad which is composed of thermal

radiation due to elevated temperatures and transitions of

excited atoms and molecules. (iii) Due to the high flow of

hot gas at atmospheric pressure, forced convection Pconv

plays an important role when investigating plasma spray-

ing. (iv) In the case of thermal plasma spraying the layer

formation consists of macroscopic molten droplets. Their

thermal energy and transition enthalpy Pmat can raise the

substrate temperature as well. (v) The last main contribu-

tion stems from chemical reaction happening at the sub-

strate surface Pchem. These can be exothermic reactions like

conversion reactions or released binding energies during

layer formation. Additionally, one has to mention the

recombination of dissociated atoms, as molecular gases

like hydrogen are regularly added to increase the energy

flux (Ref 29).

To measure the integral energy flux consisting of the

mentioned contributions passive thermal probes (PTPs) as

illustrated in Fig. 2 are used. A copper plate which acts as a

substrate is spot-welded to a type K thermocouple and bias

wire. This allows for an accurate and fast monitoring of the

substrate temperature. Furthermore, no additional connec-

tion to the surrounding leads to a minimal thermal con-

duction. The steel shielding around the backside of the

substrate plate ensures that no additional energy flux is

collected. Thus, the only surface exposed to the plasma is

the frontside of the copper plate. This well-defined area AS

allows for the normalisation of the incoming power Pin to

an energy flux Jin = P/AS which will be discussed in section

‘‘Experimental Setup’’.

The results are focused on the applicability of passive

thermal probes and the obtained insight into general, pro-

cess-related dependencies to evaluate the possibilities and

limits of this plasma diagnostic. The performed

Fig. 1 Energy flux contributions of a plasma-substrate interaction

Fig. 2 Schematic layout of a passive thermal probe. Reprinted from

Thin Solid Films, Vol. 669, Sven Gauter et al., Experimentally

unraveling the energy flux originating from a DC magnetron

sputtering source, pg. 8-18, Copyright (2019), with permission from

Elsevier (Ref 30)
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measurements were primarily done without a coating

material (i.e., powder injection) to prevent the formation of

a layer on the probe substrate which would change its heat

capacity. However, some exemplary results with added

powders are shown using the time-resolved evaluation

method. In particular, the dependence of the energy flux on

several discharge parameters of the plasma spraying devi-

ces will be discussed.

Experimental Setup

In order to measure the energy flux with a PTP, a specific

sequence of different temporal temperature changes is

needed as shown in Fig. 3. A single measurement starts

with a heating phase when the probe is exposed to the

plasma and its temperature increases rapidly followed by a

subsequent cooling phase when the exposure is suppressed.

This distinct change in probe temperature due to the energy

flux can either be caused by turning the plasma on and off

or by using a shutter (Ref 31). The time derivative of the

substrate temperature TS during the heating phase TS,h and

during the cooling phase TS,c is used to calculate the energy

influx

Jin ¼
Cs

As

_TS;h � _TS;c
� �

jTS;h ¼ TS;c

with the heat capacity of the substrate CS (Ref 27). The

assumptions and derivation for that equation can be found

in in previous studies (Ref 31, 32).

The adaption of this measuring principle to plasma

spraying devices would make it necessary to turn the

plasma on and off instantaneously as a shutter is not pro-

vided. However, a DC-jet usually experiences some fluc-

tuation directly after start-up before it reaches a steady

state. For that reason, the jet has to be started far off the

probe until it has reached its final state.

Therefore, the start of the heating phase is realized by

moving the jet at its maximum velocity of 500 mm/s to the

probe position. Figure 4(a) shows the temporal change of

temperature (dT/dt) over the substrate temperature. This

way of depicting a temperature course like in Fig. 3 is a

helpful tool for analysing the energy flux since the differ-

ence of temperature derivations in Eq. 1 can be directly

deduced. The measuring procedure begins with the sub-

strate at room temperature. When the jet gets closer the

temperature rises, i.e., the derivation becomes positive. To

ensure a constant energy flux the jet stops at the substrate

position for defined time. Under this condition, the tem-

perature change is almost constant. After the defined

waiting time, in this example 0.5 s, the jet continues its

movement and moves away from the substrate, thereby

decreasing the energy flux. Without the energy flux from

the jet, the energy loss induced by the temperature differ-

ence between substrate and environment becomes domi-

nant. This leads to a decreasing substrate temperature, thus,

a negative derivative until the room temperature is reached

again.

This approach allows for the calculation of the energy

flux by averaging over the time of constant energy flux.

Because the idea of this method goes back to the dT-

method in (Ref 32) it will be referred to as the established

method.

The very high energy flux for certain experimental

conditions, e.g., short distance or added molecular gases,

results in temperatures that could damage the probe. The

thermal load can be limited by reducing the stationery time

but a duration of at least 0.5 s is needed for a reliable

evaluation of the TS(t) curve. That is the incentive to

modify the measuring approach for harsh plasma envi-

ronments as for plasma spraying.

The change is rather simple but has heavy implications

on the thermal load and the evaluation of the energy flux in

general. Instead of resting the jet at the probe position, the

Fig. 3 Temperature curve

during a singular PTP

measurement. (F4MB-XL, flow

40 slm Ar ? 4 slm H2, current

600 A, axial distance 120 mm)
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jet is continuously moved across the whole probe with

constant velocity. That procedure results in a time- and,

thus, position-dependent, inconstant energy flux. Fig-

ure 4(c) shows the dT/dt depiction of this procedure. The

recorded time and constant velocity of the jet allow the

calculation of the energy flux in dependence on the radial

position of the probe relative to the centre of the jet under

the assumption that the maximum energy flux is present in

the jet centre. Such a radial profile is shown in Fig. 4(d).

For comparison, Fig. 4(b) shows the time-dependent

energy flux of the established method with a stationery

time of 0.5 s where the energy flux is almost constant.

The experiments resulting in Fig. 4(b) and (d) respec-

tively were performed under the same conditions. The

average energy flux in Fig. 4(b) is 66 W/cm2, the energy

flux in the centre of Fig. 4(d) is 63.5 W/cm2. They show a

good agreement with a difference below 5%. In compar-

ison, the radial profiles of the time-resolved method pro-

vide additional information, which can only be deduced by

multiple measurements from the established method.

Besides analysing the actual shape, it is possible to deter-

mine the width of the profile and its integrate. The integrate

can be used to extrapolate the total deposited energy onto a

substrate area larger than the probe itself since the entire

profile is considered.

The plasma source InoCoat developed by the Co.

INOCON Technologie GmbH, Attnang-Puchheim, Austria

is a DC-based plasma spraying source with a maximum

input power of 12 kW. To achieve a stable plasma an Ar

flow between 5 slm and 20 slm is used. Additionally,

hydrogen as molecular gas can be added to increase energy

flux towards the substrate like in other commercial sources

(Ref 33). The injection of coating material is done radially,

thus, probably leading to an inhomogeneous powder dis-

tribution as described by Kavka et al. (Ref 34). The jet

itself is mounted on a robotic arm to enable free spatial

movement. The precise and reproducible movement of the

jet is crucial for a homogeneous coating and measurements

with PTPs alike. A single PTP is placed in a horizontal

guide plate (25 9 17 cm) in an axial distance of 50 mm

Fig. 4 (a) Depiction of dT/dt

and (b) resulting temporal

evolution of the energy flux

using the established method for

a resting jet of about 0.5 s.

(c) Depiction of dT/dt and

(d) resulting radial profile of the

energy flux using the time-

resolved evaluation method.

(F4MB-XL, flow 40 slm Ar,

current 600 A, axial distance

120 mm)
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(Fig. 5 a). For the energy flux measurement, the jet is

moved with a velocity of 100 mm/s across the probe as

described beforehand.

The second plasma spraying system studied is the

F4MB-XL available from OC Oerlikon Management AG,

Pfäffikon, Switzerland. It utilizes a DC arc as well but with

a much higher input power of up to 55 kW. Thus, a direct

comparison is not suitable. Ar is used as main process gas

with a flow of up to 100 slm with an optional addition of

the molecular gases hydrogen or nitrogen. Again, a robotic

arm enables free spatial movement across a passive thermal

probe mounted in a slightly larger guide plate (30 9 40

cm), see Fig. 5(b). Side-mounted air nozzles are optionally

used for substrate cooling and changing the shape of the

effluent. The axial distance is usually kept constant at 120

mm as typical coating distance and the jet is moved with a

velocity of 200 mm/s.

Results and Discussion

Electrical Power and Molecular Gases

The electrical input power is one of the main process

parameters for control of the deposition properties. A

higher electrical power increases the energy density of the

plasma as heat source for the melting of the deposition

material. Thus, an adjustment of electrical power has a

profound effect on the temperature distribution of particles

and their degree of melting. On the other hand, this changes

the temperature load of the substrate which can become

critical when dealing with heat sensitive materials, e.g.,

polymers.

Figure 6 shows the changing energy flux with only Ar as

process gas (black crosses) in dependence on the electrical

power increasing from 8 to 34 kW with F4MB torch. It has

to be mentioned that the device is not power- but current-

regulated, i.e., the setpoint for the current is chosen man-

ually and the applied voltage is adjusted accordingly. This

regime leads to slight fluctuations of the power and, hence,

a restricted reproducibility for the same current. The

electrical power is simply calculated by multiplying the

current and voltage.

The evaluation of electrical power and energy flux

shows a distinct linear dependence. Therefore, a linear fit is

conducted. This result shows a good agreement with sim-

ilar investigations of a hot plasma jet done by Kewitz et al.

(Ref 24). To investigate the influence of additional

molecular gases different flows of hydrogen and nitrogen

are added. The flows are in the range of 2-14 slm H2 and

2-10 slm N2. The value of the arc current intensity during

these measurements is always 600 A. However, an

increasing flow of additional molecular gas increases the

voltage, thus, increasing the electrical power simultane-

ously. For that reason, these results are displayed over the

power axis in Fig. 6 as well. The measured energy flux

increases linearly similar to pure Ar but with a greater

slope of (5.9 ± 1.1) W/cm2/kW for H2 and (4.5 ± 1.0)

W/cm2/kW for N2 compared to (3.3 ± 0.2) W/cm2/kW for

Ar. At the same electrical power, e.g., 30 kW, the energy

flux of both molecular gases is significantly higher com-

pared to pure Ar. This is related to the increased thermal

conductivity of mixtures of Ar with molecular gases (see

e.g. Ref 35). The effect is associated also with the released

binding energy when dissociated hydrogen or nitrogen

atoms recombine with molecules on the substrate surface.

Comparing the two molecular gases, H2 generates a higher

energy flux than N2 at the same electrical power. A pos-

sible reason for that is the difference in dissociation energy.

Hydrogen has a much lower binding energy of 4.5 eV per

molecule than nitrogen (8.7 eV). Thus, hydrogen is more

likely to get dissociated and recombined in the process.

Axial Distance

The (axial) distance between the plasma jet and the sub-

strate (probe) is an important and crucial parameter to

handle thermal load on the substrate, control layer forma-

tion and resulting film properties as well as changing the

coating area. At a fixed current of 600 A the distance is

varied from 160 mm to the minimal feasible distance using

the time-resolved evaluation method. Since the energy flux

increases considerably this minimal distance is dependent

on gas mixture and represents the limitation of the tem-

perature measurement. The upper limit for probes in the

current study is reached for an energy flux of about 1500

W/cm2, thus, the minimal distances are 10 mm for 40 slm

Ar and 40 mm for additional 10 slm H2 or N2.

The energy flux in Fig. 7 shows a strong decrease with

increasing distance. Addition of 10 slm H2 or N2 shows an

increased energy flux at each distance. The course can be

interpolated in good agreement with a square fit and is

marked as well. With such quadratic function taken as a

Fig. 5 Schematic layout of the experimental setup of the (a) InoCoat

source with optional powder injection for deposition and of the

(b) F4MB-XL source with optional air nozzles for manipulation of the

shape of the effluent
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basis it can be assumed that the energy flux distribution is

cone-shaped with the jet as its origin. In other words, the

same power is spread over an area which increases

quadratically with the distance, thus, the measured energy

flux density decreases accordingly (Ref 24). The inset in

Fig. 7 depicts the energy flux ratios of added H2 and N2

compared to pure Ar. The ratios are slightly higher for low

distances but are almost constant for distances above

60 mm. An increased ratio suggests an additional transport

mechanism for energy at lower distances. A possible

mechanism could be the recombination of molecules which

should occur predominantly in close vicinity to the jet.

The variation of axial distance allows for a comparison

with the results of Hugot et al. (Ref 21) which measured

the thermal flux of a similar jet with a distance of 100 mm,

current of 600 A and gas mixture of 36 slm Ar and 12 slm

H2. The maximum thermal, i.e., energy, flux they found in

the centre of the plume is about 185 W/cm2. The energy

flux at a distance of 100 mm and additional H2 in this work

is about 280 W/cm2. Besides the slightly different param-

eters and jet models, the sizes of the PTP in this work and

the Medtherm 64 sensor used by Hugot et al. could explain

the difference. Because the obtained energy flux values are

an average value of the whole sensor area a smaller sensor

would measure a higher energy flux in the centre of the jet

due to the strong decrease in energy flux for remote radial

distances. If the Medtherm 64 sensor has a sensor face

which is considerably larger than the PTP�s diameter of 5.2

mm it would measure a lower energy flux under the same

conditions.

As the measurements in Fig. 7 were performed using the

time-resolved evaluation method discussed in section

‘‘Experimental Setup’’, the associated calculated radial

profiles can be analysed likewise. The full with half max-

imum (FWHM) of the radial profiles is displayed in Fig. 8.

The distance between the radial positions left and right of

the centre where the energy flux is as close as possible to

half the maximum value is used for FWHM. This addi-

tional information reveals a linear increase of the FWHM

for all gas mixtures. This result confirms the assumption of

a cone-shaped energy flux distribution because a linearly

increasing diameter matches a quadratically increasing

Fig. 6 Energy flux for an argon

base plasma (40 slm) vs.

variation of electrical power.

For diatomic gases current is

fixed at 600 A

Fig. 7 Energy flux at 40 slm Ar

flow with and without H2 and

N2 for variation of the axial

distance. Inset shows ratio of

energy fluxes for H2 and N2 to

pure Ar
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area. Furthermore, the addition of molecular gases reduces

the FWHM only to minor degree.

Radial Profile

A further investigation of the radial profiles was done in

order to support the validity of the time-resolved evaluation

method. Figure 9 depicts the energy flux of nine repeated

measurements using this method compared with the

established method which was performed at different radial

positions. The good agreement approves the validity of the

new method. The radial dependence shows a rapidly

decreasing energy flux from the centre (about 60 W/cm2) to

remote radial positions. This corroborates the results of

Selvan et al. (Ref 20) because their radial profiles show the

same shape despite simulating a non-identical plasma

source. They calculated a thermal flux of about 150 W/cm2

in the centre for an identical arc current of 600 A but a

smaller axial distance of 8 cm and different gas mixture (25

slm Ar and 3 slm N2). These differences would result in a

higher thermal flux in comparison to the parameters used

for Fig. 9 and could explain the difference at least partially.

Chen et al. (Ref 15) used optical emission spectroscopy

and an enthalpy probe to measure the temperature distri-

bution of a comparable plasma jet. These radial tempera-

ture distributions resemble this characteristic shape as well.

Since it is expected that the high gas temperature is one of

the main energy flux contributions, the radial energy flux

and radial temperature distributions seem to be correlated

directly.

The radial distribution of energy flux is utilized for the

characterization with injected powder material also. Fig-

ure 10 shows the radial energy flux distribution of the

InoCoat source under industrial parameters for the depo-

sition of a wear-resistant zinc layer. The investigation of

the effect of coating material consists of two separate

iterations. One without adding the zinc powder and one

with additional powder. This procedure allows to analyse

the influence of the powder directly because any change in

energy flux is caused by the coating material. An increase

in the energy flux is clearly visible in the centre of the jet

but not at the edges below -20 mm or above 20 mm

(Fig. 10). This indicates that the hot, molten zinc particles

are primarily present in the centre of the effluent. The

shape of two separate maxima could be observed when

injecting the zinc particles. It suggests that the different

shape is related to the radial insertion of the powder with a

mean particle size of 30 lm from two opposing directions.

It was already reported that these circumstances can lead to

an asymmetrical material distribution (Ref 34). Due to the

additional layer being very thin compared to the copper

substrate of the probe, no change in heat capacity could be

Fig. 8 Full with half maximum (FWHM) of radial energy flux

profiles from measurements performed in Fig. 7

Fig. 9 Radial energy flux distribution of the F4MB-XL for

established and time-resolved method. (F4MB-XL, flow 40 slm Ar,

current 600 A, axial distance 120 mm)

Fig. 10 Comparison of the radial energy flux distribution with and

without the addition of Zn powder as precursor for spray coating.

(InoCoat, flow 10 slm Ar, current\ 100 A, axial distance 50 mm,

powder rate 6 g/min)
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determined afterwards. The application of PTPs is pro-

posed as a reliable diagnostic to evaluate the spatial dis-

tribution of coating material from the substrate perspective.

Profile Tailoring

For the purpose of testing further potential applications of

the advanced time-resolved evaluation method, two-di-

mensional studies were performed. This characterization

exploits the spatial information of two separate measuring

passes. By changing the path of the jet movement across

the probe, different axis of the energy flux can be incor-

porated. In this case, one horizontal and one vertical path is

chosen. This allows for the calculation of a 2-D profile. To

illustrate a change in the jet profile, two side-mounted air

nozzles are used. They make it possible to manually

change the shape of the effluent and are usually used for

substrate cooling. Figure 11 displays the integrated 2-D

profile jet profile for two different air nozzle positions at an

air pressure of 2 bar. The first position in Fig. 11(a) is

almost parallel to the jet direction, the second one in

Fig. 11(b) is focused on the substrate surface at a distance

of 120 mm. A parallel orientation of the air nozzles seems

to have a minor influence on the shape as the profile is still

similar to a rotationally symmetrical course of a 1-D profile

in Fig. 9. The other depiction, however, shows a severe

deformation. The profile is broadened and resembles a

mountain ridge. Related to the deposition process this

implies a coverage of a wider area at the same energy flux,

hence, reducing the inhomogeneity on the substrate.

In addition, the deposited power can be derived by

integrating the 2D profiles over the area. For a quadratic

area with a side length of 400 mm around the centres in

Fig. 11, the deposited powers are P(a) = 1.44 kW and P(b) =

1.73 kW respectively. For an electrical input power of

about 20 kW that suggests an efficiency of about 8%. This

exemplary measurement emphasizes the power of this

diagnostics to provide a detailed understanding of the

deposition conditions from the point of view of the sub-

strate with a short measurement time of about 5 min.

Conclusions and Outlook

This study shows the applicability of passive thermal

probes for the characterisation of high-power plasma

spraying jets under atmospheric pressure. The capability to

measure the energy flux from the point of view of an

ordinary substrate provides insight into the interaction

between the plasma source and substrate surface. The

newly time-resolved evaluation method supplies additional

spatial information about the process. The calorimetric

measurements show a linear dependency of the energy flux

on the electrical power. Compared to pure argon plasma,

the addition of molecular gases results in steeper slopes,

suggesting a more efficient energy transport. A cone-

shaped spatial distribution is present for most parameters

and not altered by adding molecular gases. Measurements

with coating material should reveal the spatial distribution

of the powder in the effluent. Moreover, two-dimensional

spatial profiles are used to illustrate the influence of

external air nozzles. When correlated with other diagnos-

tics, e.g., thin film analysis, optical methods, passive

thermal probes could be used as versatile and powerful

diagnostic also for plasma spraying.
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